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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is the role of Bonjour in the Messages application?
A. To communicate with AIM chat accounts
B. To discover other Messages users on the local network
C. To communicate with GoogleTalk accounts
D. To stream video between Messages users
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which choice below is NOT an example of the appropriate
external distribution of classified information?
A. To influence the value of the company's stock price
B. IAW contract procurement agreements for a government project
C. Upon senior-level approval after a confidentiality agreement
D. Compliance with a court order
Answer: A
Explanation:
The correct answer is "To influence the value of the company's
stock price". Answers
"Compliance with a court order", "Upon senior-level approval
after a confidentiality agreement", and "IAW contract
procurement agreements for a government project" are all
examples of the need for possible external distribution of
internal classified information.

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are troubleshooting a client problem with a 2.4 GHz WLAN
connection. The client is experiencing surprisingly low data
rates during the work day. You analyze the workspace outside of
business hours and detect a strong signal with a typical noise
floor at the client location. During working hours, the user
works with a laptop in the area and uses an external USB hard
drive for continuous data access. The user also states that the
laptop works as expected on her home network. The user working
approximately 8 feet away from this client experiences no
problems.
Based on this information, what is the likely cause of the
problem?
A. The drives in the laptop are corrupt
B. The external hard drive is USB 3.0 and is causing a
significant increase in the noise floor when in use
C. The laptop has a failing wireless adapter
D. the AP is overloaded during the work day
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your customer requires an analysis of historical data and
current data from one SAP ERP system in one
single report.
Which of the following SAP BW objects does SAP recommend using
for this analysis? Choose one:
A. Write-optimized DatStore object
B. HybridProvider
C. InfSet
D. VirtualProvider
Answer: B
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